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With the help of an ideal tour packages, tourists can take pleasure in India holidays, they can
explore a number of amazing attractions. India is gifted with a number of places of attractions which
allure numerous tourists from all over the world. In this amazing land, tourists can find numerous
wonderful destinations where the travelers can get pleasure from their India holidays. India is one of
the most sought after and exotic tourist destinations, so most of the people like to come in India.
India is dotted with number of pleasant hill stations, where tourists can get a great experience an
energizing hill station vacation in India. With the help of India tour, tourists can find some of the
famous destinations such as Nainital, shimla, Mussoorie etc. these wonderful detonations allure
numerous travelers. So if you really want to visit India, opt for India tour and make trip to India more
memorable.

Himachal Pradesh tour: Himachal Pradesh is one of the most famous states of India, where tourists
can explore a number of gorgeous destinations such as Kullu, Manali, Chamba, Kangra Valley,
Dalhousie, Dharamshala, Kurfi, Chail, Kinnaur, Mandi, Solan, Palampur, Kasauli and many others.
Shimla is the capital of Himachal Pradesh, where tourists can find numerous enchanting attractions
such as rolling hills, snowy mountain peaks, beautiful meadows, picturesque landscapes, fruit laden
apple orchard and many others.

Golden triangle tour: golden triangle is the best and famous tour options in India through which
tourists can get a great experience of three most famous destinations such as Delhi, Agra and
Jaipur. Delhi is the first target of golden triangle tour, which is the capital of India where tourists can
visit many attractive attractions such a Red Fort, Qutub Minar, Jama Masjid etc. With India tour,
tourists can experience Agra where tourists can visit one of the Seven Wonders of the World â€“ Taj
Mahal. After that tourists can visit Jaipur, which is the capital of Rajasthan. Rajsthan is well known
as the Pink City. In this colorful city, tourists can experience many attractions like Hawa Mahal, City
Palace, Govind Temple, Jal Mahal, Mubarak Palace, Nahargarh fort and many others.
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